2018 March 18th, Board of Directors Mtg
In attendance: Willy Leparulo (WL), Chris Wang (CW), Jay Lu (JL), Brandon Lawrence (BL),
Randy Kendle (RK), Brayden Glad (Audit committee), Nancy Zhou (LNE), Simon Hsu (LMW);
Tae Kim (TK) late
Mtg Started 9:30pm;
February Meeting Minutes approved 6-0-0 1 non vote (Tae Kim)
UIC appeal update
Motion: To refund their current regional fee, Proposed : Tae, 2nded Brandon
Yes: 2 No: 2 Abstain: 2
Motion fails
Motion: to reject the appeal, Proposed: CW, 2nded: WL
BL suggests that NCTTA should give some concession
Yes: 6-0-0
Future follow up
-WL still has to create volunteer language for tax laws
Who of our ppl is coming to champs
-updated the list of who is coming to the champs from DD and RD’s a total of 7 or 8
Volunteer Trophy
-WL to get this at local store
2019 Championship update
-hotel contracts signed for 2 marriotts main hotel and overflow
Alumni update
-Kaylee has new alumni members (Nancy, Marisa and Jack) and a new Alumni website!
National Eligibility Forms update
-1st time doing this and it is a bit bumpy but forms are coming in (Spring Break is in the way)
-maybe next year use only transcript checks
Safesport update (Brandon)
-USATT furnished Brandon a list and he is following up
Regionals: Great Lakes, Northeast, Mid Atlantic
-Commentary in Mid Atlantic, West, Some in South, Northeast, next step is to get commentary
on board on every region, NCTTA buying the microphones? But then table noise is not heard,
#tradeoff
Marketing committee
FB ad going out in 2.5 weeks
a. Cups knocking down thing
b. Trick shot in pvc tube
During Champs kind of thing on site
NCTTA logo drafts (thumbnail)
-Tae would like to work out a better thumbnail for NCTTA, is working with offsite graphics friend
Adjourned: 10:59pm

